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subcellular localization in both virus-infected cells and cells
expressing the N protein (21, 31, 38, 40, 46). Likewise, several
different N proteins of arterivirus (which, together with the
coronaviruses, forms part of the nidoviruses) have been shown
to localize to the nucleus/nucleolus (32, 39). Mutagenesis studies of the arterivirus porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus N protein NLS revealed that nuclear localization
of the protein is a fundamental part of the virus life cycle (20).
The avian infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) coronavirus N
protein is a phosphoprotein (3, 18) which binds viral RNAs
with high affinity (3, 37). The subcellular localization of the N
protein within a cell can be either cytoplasmic or both nucleolar and cytoplasmic. Deletion and substitution mutagenesis
delineated an NoLS (71-WRRQARFK-78) in the N-terminal
region of the protein that was necessary and sufficient to direct
nucleolar localization of the N protein (30). Bioinformatic
analysis and deletion mutagenesis indicated a NES (291-LQL
DGLHL-298) in the C-terminal region of the protein and that
individual leucine residues may be important for localization
(30). Thus, the IBV N protein contained signals to signal both
nucleolar localization and subsequent export from the nucleus.
A leucine-rich NES is one of the most common and wellcharacterized NESs and in general is represented by an approximately 11-amino-acid leucine-rich signal, typified by the
LxxxLxxLxL motif. In this case, a number of hydrophobic
amino acids can substitute for L and the spacer regions (x) can
vary in number (22, 27). The soluble receptor for this motif was
shown to be exportin 1 (CRM1), and transport of proteins
dependent on this motif is inhibited by leptomycin B (LMB).
Although the IBV N protein does not precisely resemble this
generic signal, variations of this motif have been demonstrated
in both cellular and viral proteins (19, 22, 27). While the
majority of the active leucine-rich motifs discovered operate
via the CRM1-mediated pathway, there are some examples
that use other, as yet unknown, export mechanisms.
In the case of CRM1-dependent leucine-rich motifs (socalled “Rev-type” export signals), both the specific leucine and
its structural context can contribute to the efficiency of nuclear

An emerging paradigm is that positive-strand RNA viruses,
whose primary site of replication is the cytoplasm, may have a
nuclear/nucleolar component to their life cycle (14). This was
recently illustrated by the finding that up to 20% of RNAdependent RNA polymerase activity was found within the nuclei of cells infected with several different examples of flaviviruses (41). In addition, many diverse positive-strand RNA
virus capsid proteins localize to the nucleus and/or a dynamic
subnuclear structure called the nucleolus in either virus-infected cells or cells overexpressing the capsid protein (12, 13,
34, 43).
On first inspection, these observations are unusual given that
the site of replication and virus assembly is the cytoplasm. If
the subcellular localization of the capsid protein (or a portion
of it) is in the nucleus, then the protein is not available for
RNA synthesis, encapsidation, and assembly and therefore
progeny virus production might be less efficient. Why capsid
proteins localize to the nucleus is unknown and may be a case
of molecular mimicry in which the proteins contain amino acid
motifs which are similar to nuclear localization signals (NLSs)
(34). However, if such proteins do target the nucleus as part of
a virus replication strategy then they will contain appropriate
targeting signals (34). These will include not only NLSs and
nucleolar localization signals (NoLSs; also referred to as nucleolar accumulation or retention signals) but perhaps more
importantly nuclear export signals (NESs). Whichever of the
former two nuclear import possibilities may be operating, the
capsid protein will require trafficking to the cytoplasm.
The coronavirus nucleocapsid (N) protein is no exception
and can localize to both the cytoplasm and nucleus/nucleolus
(4, 6, 15, 25, 26, 45). However, in the case of severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus there are differing reports of
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The nucleocapsid (N) protein of infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) localizes to the cytoplasm and nucleolus
and contains an eight-amino-acid nucleolar retention motif. In this study, a leucine-rich nuclear export signal
(NES) (291-LQLDGLHL-298) present in the C-terminal region of the IBV N protein was analyzed by using
alanine substitution and deletion mutagenesis to investigate the relative contributions that leucine residues
make to nuclear export and where these residues are located on the structure of the IBV N protein. The analysis
indicated that Leu296 and Leu298 are required for efficient nuclear export of the protein. Structural information indicated that both of these amino acids are available for interaction with protein complexes involved
in this process. However, export of N protein from the nucleus/nucleolus was not inhibited by leptomycin B
treatment, indicating that N protein nuclear export is independent of the CRM1-mediated export pathway.
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export (10). The same is also true of cellular proteins, whose
trafficking out of the nucleus is mediated by binding to cellular
mRNAs (e.g., the KNS NES found in hnRNP K) (23) and
which are CRM1 independent (10). In this study, we investigated the relative contribution of each leucine residue in the
leucine-rich motif to nuclear export in both a mammalian and
an avian cell line and whether export of the IBV N protein is
dependent on CRM1.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

FRAP analysis. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments were performed with live Vero cells transfected with the appropriate
cDNA. FRAP was performed with an LSM510 META confocal microscope with
a 63⫻ 1.4 numerical aperture oil immersion lens and a heated stage set to 37°C.
Pinhole was set to allow 1-m optical sections to be acquired. Cells were maintained in CO2-independent medium (GIBCO) for the duration of the live-cell
imaging experiments. In order to compare nuclear export trafficking dynamics,
selective photobleaching of EGFP within the cytoplasmic region of interest was
achieved with a 488-nm argon laser running at 100% power. EGFP was excited
with the 488-nm argon laser running at 1% power in all pre- and postbleaching
images so as to minimize any background bleaching during filming. Images were
acquired every 500 ms for a total time of 180 s. Bleach time and bleach area
varied because of cell-to-cell variation. Optimal conditions for bleaching and
imaging were established with the appropriate controls. All images were taken
within the linear range with the range indicator palette of the LSM510 software
(Carl Zeiss Ltd.). Relative fluorescence was determined with the region-ofinterest tool of the LSM510 software (Carl Zeiss Ltd.).
LMB treatment. Cells were transfected with either pEGFP-IBVN or pECFPIBVNR3. At 18 h posttransfection, cells were washed with 1 ml phosphatebuffered saline and either treated with 2.5 ng/ml LMB diluted with medium or
left in unsupplemented cell culture medium for a further 6 h. Localization
patterns of EGFP-IBVN and ECFP-IBVNR3 were examined by live-cell imaging
at this time. LMB activity was shown with a previously described luciferase assay
(44) carried out in triplicate.

RESULTS
Comparison of the trafficking of N protein and NES deletion
mutant proteins in Vero and DF1 cells. In this study, the IBV
N protein NES was characterized in two cell types (where
appropriate), a continuous African green monkey kidney epithelial cell line (Vero) which supports the replication of IBV
(Beaudette-US strain) (1) and an immortalized chicken embryo fibroblast cell line (DF1). This was done to investigate
potential differences between the trafficking profiles of the IBV
N protein in the two cell lines as described for the IBV 3b
nonstructural protein (28). To determine whether differential
subcellular localization of N protein occurred between the two
cell types, Vero and DF1 cells were transfected with pEGFPIBVN (30, 46), which leads to the expression of IBV N protein
fused C terminally to EGFP, and visualized 24 h posttransfection by live-cell imaging. Two examples of the subcellular localization of EGFP-IBVN are shown in both Vero and DF1
cells (Fig. 1A) cells; both the fluorescence and corresponding
bright-field images are presented. The distribution of EGFPIBVN in Vero and DF1 cells corresponded to the previously
described localization in Vero cells; localization was either to
the cytoplasm or to the cytoplasm and the nucleolus (6, 15, 30).
This indicated that there was no difference in the subcellular
localization of N protein between the two cell lines.
To investigate whether the NES motif was active in the two
cell types, the amino acid sequence 291-LQLDGLHLR-298 or
a control eight-amino-acid hydrophobic region (268-VTAML
NLV-275) was deleted in the context of the EGFP-IBV N
protein (pEGFP-IBVN⌬291-298 and pEGFP-IBVN⌬268-275, respectively) (30). Vero or DF1 cells were transfected with these
plasmids, and the subcellular localization of the proteins was
visualized by live-cell imaging. In Vero cells, EGFP-IBVN⌬291-298
localized predominately to the nucleolus and nucleus (as has
been described previously (30) and a similar pattern was observed in DF1 cells (Fig. 1B) but with some signal in the
cytoplasm. However, in both cell types EGFP-IBVN⌬291-298
localized to the nucleus, which was not observed in cells expressing EGFP-IBVN (Fig. 1A). In both Vero and DF1 cells
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Cell culture. Vero (monkey-derived kidney epithelial) and DF1 (avian embryo
fibroblast) cells were grown at 37°C with 5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and penicillin-streptomycin (5).
Thirty-millimeter tissue culture dishes were seeded with 2 ⫻ 105 cells 24 h prior
to transfection.
Plasmid construction. The N gene from the Beaudette strain (accession number AAA46214) of IBV served as the template for PCR of region and subregion
constructs. All of the amino acid numbers used in the nomenclature of constructs
relate to this 409-amino-acid protein. Production of NES deletion constructs
pEGFP-IBVN⌬291-298 and pEGFP-IBVN⌬268-275 was carried out as described
previously (30). Overlap PCR mutagenesis was used to produce the NES alanine
substitution mutant proteins. The outer set of primers comprised a 5⬘ EcoRI
restriction site and a 3⬘ BamHI restriction site, i.e., Jae1forward (GAATTCAT
GGCAATGGCAAGCGGTAAAGCAGCTGGA) and Jae1reverse (GGATCC
TCAAAGTTCATTCTCTCCTAGATGC), as used in previous studies (30, 46).
Internal primers for the first round of overlap mutagenesis PCR were as follows:
L291A forward (GAAGTAGAGTGACACCCAAAGCCCAACTAGATGGGC
TTCACTT) and L291A reverse (AAGTGAAGCCCATCTAGTTGGGCTTTG
GGTGTCACTCTACTTC), L293A forward (GAGTGACACCCAAACTTCAA
GCCGATGGGCTTCACTTGAGA) and L293A reverse (TCTCAAGTGAAG
CCCATCGGCTTGAAGTTTGGGTGTCACTC), L296A forward (CCCAAAC
TTCAACTAGATGGGGCCCACTTGAGATTTGAATTTACTAC) and L296A
reverse (GTAGTAAATTCAAATCTCAAGTGGGCCCCATCTAGTTGAAG
TTTGGG), and L298A forward (CTTCAACTAGATGGGCTTCACGCCAGA
TTTGAATTTACTACTGTGGT) and L298A reverse (ACCACAGTAGTAAA
TTCAAATCTGGCGTGAAGCCCATCTAGTTGAAG). PCR products were
purified and subcloned into the pCR2.1 TOPO vector (Invitrogen, United Kingdom). DNA was purified by alkaline lysis and digested with EcoRI and BamHI
before being ligated into pEGFP-C2 (Clontech) with T4 DNA ligase (Invitrogen,
United Kingdom) in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Doublealanine substitution mutant pEGFP-IBVN296L3A,298L3A was produced through
sequential alanine substitution processes.
Live-cell imaging. Vero and DF1 cells were transfected with 1 g DNA to 5 g
polyethylenimine. DNA and polyethylenimine were mixed in a total volume of
200 l serum-free Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium and incubated at 20°C
for 30 min. Transfection mix was added dropwise to cells and incubated at 37°C
with 5% CO2 for 24 h. Live-cell imaging was performed with a Nikon Eclipse
TS100 microscope with the filter B-2A and excitation at 450 to 490 nm for
enhanced cyan fluorescent protein (ECFP) and enhanced green fluorescent
protein (EGFP). Fluorescence and bright-field images were captured with a
Nikon Digital Sight DS-L1.
Confocal imaging. Confocal sections of fixed samples were captured on an
LSM510 META microscope (Carl Zeiss Ltd., Germany) equipped with 40⫻ and
63⫻ numerical aperture 1.4 oil immersion lenses. Pinholes were set to allow
optical sections of 1 m to be acquired. EGFP was excited with the 488-nm argon
laser line running at 2%, and emission was collected through an LP505 filter. All
fluorescence was measured in the linear range as the detector is a photomultiplier, and the range indicator was used to ensure that no saturated pixels were
obtained on image capture. Images were averaged eight times.
Relative fluorescence analysis. In order to analyze the relative fluorescence
intensity of each fluorescent fusion protein in the cytoplasm, nucleus, or nucleolus, 25 live-cell images of Vero and DF1 cells expressing the given construct
were collected. ImageJ software (NIH) was used to convert the images to grey
scale, and the bright-field images were used to demarcate each cellular compartment. These boundaries were applied to the grey-scale image, and the fluorescence intensity was measured, averaged for the area of the cellular compartment.
All measurements were standardized with regard to background fluorescence.
Graphs showing analytical data show the mean intensities over the 25 cells
sampled and the standard error within the group.
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which expressed EGFP-IBVN⌬268-275 (Fig. 1C), no nuclear
localization was observed (as has been described previously for
Vero cells (30) and the distribution of the fluorescent fusion
protein was similar to that of wild-type N protein fused to
EGFP—either cytoplasmic or cytoplasmic and nucleolar (Fig.
1A)—thus confirming that the 291-LQLDGLHLR-298 motif
could act as a potential NES and was not dependent on any
one cell type.
Contribution of leucine residues to nuclear export. To identify which of the leucine residues present within the NES were
functionally important in the context of the full-length protein,
a systematic alanine substitution mutagenesis analysis was undertaken by previously described methodologies (30), producing plasmids pEGFP-IBVN291L3A, pEGFP-IBVN293L3A,
pEGFP-IBVN296L3A, and pEGFP-IBVN298L3A. Expression
of proteins from these plasmids would result in the translation
of fluorescent fusion proteins in which Leu291, Leu293,
Leu296, and Leu298 had been sequentially replaced with alanine. Vero and DF1 cells were transfected with these constructs and observed by live-cell imaging and confocal microscopy 24 h posttransfection. The ratio of protein between the
nucleus and the cytoplasm (N/C) was measured by ImageJ
analysis on 25 live cells for each construct (Fig. 2) and compared to the ratio of EGFP-IBVN between the nucleus and the
cytoplasm by live-cell imaging. The data indicated that EGFP-

FIG. 2. Relative fluorescence in the nucleus and cytoplasm of
(A) Vero cells and (B) DF1 cells expressing EGFP-IBVN (designated
IBV N), EGFP-IBVN291L3A (designated L291A), EGFP-IBVN293L3A
(designated L293A), EGFP-IBVN296L3A (designated L296A), EGFPIBVN298L3A (designated L298A), EGFP-IBVN296L3A,298L3A (designated L296/298A), and EGFP-IBVN⌬291-298 (designated NdNES).

IBVN291L3A and EGFP-IBVN293L3A localized predominantly to the cytoplasm or to the cytoplasm and the nucleolus
(Fig. 3 and 4; Vero and DF1 cells, respectively), which is
similar to EGFP-IBVN (Fig. 1A). The average respective N/C
ratios in both Vero and DF1 cells indicated no significant
difference between EGFP-IBVN (Vero cells ⫽ N32/C68; DF1
cells ⫽ N34/C66) and EGFP-IBVN291L3A (Vero cells ⫽ N41/
C59; DF1 cells ⫽ N37/C63) or EGFP-IBVN293L3A (Vero cells ⫽
N34/C66; DF1 cells ⫽ N27/C73). Likewise, Vero and DF1 cell
data were not significantly different. However, both the EGFPIBVN296L3A and EGFP-IBVN298L3A proteins localized to
the cytoplasm, nucleus, and nucleolus with some variability in
the distribution of protein among these compartments (Fig. 3
and 4, Vero and DF1 cells, respectively). The average respective N/C ratios in both Vero and DF1 cells indicated a significant difference between the distribution of EGFP-IBVN
(Vero cells ⫽ N32/C68; DF1 cells ⫽ N34/C66) and that of
EGFP-IBVN296L3A (Vero cells ⫽ N66/C34; DF1 cells ⫽ N48/
C52) or EGFP-IBVN298L3A (Vero cells ⫽ N67/C33; DF1 cells ⫽
N57/C43). The data indicated that nuclear accumulation of
EGFP-IBVN296L3A and EGFP-IBVN298L3A was greater in
Vero cells than in DF1 cells. However, because both EGFPIBVN296L3A and EGFP-IBVN298L3A accumulated in the nucleus in both cell types, this indicated that these amino acids
were involved in nuclear export.
Given that alanine substitutions at positions Leu296 and
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FIG. 1. Live-cell imaging of the subcellular localization of (A) EGFPIBVN, (B) EGFP-IBVNdel291-298, and (C) EGFP-IBVNdel268-275 proteins
in Vero and DF1 cells (indicated) at 24 h posttransfection. Two examples are shown for each cell type. Both fluorescence and corresponding bright-field images of the same cells are shown.
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Leu298 resulted in increased nuclear localization of the fluorescent fusion protein, substitution mutagenesis was used to
create plasmid pEGFP-IBVN296L3A,298L3A, whose expression would lead to a fluorescent fusion protein in which both
Leu296 and Leu298 had been replaced with alanine (protein
EGFP-IBVN296L3A,298L3A). Expression of this protein in
both Vero and DF1 cells led to cytoplasmic, nuclear, and
nucleolar localization (Fig. 3 and 4, respectively) with nuclearto-cytoplasm ratios of N82/C18 and N70/C30, respectively.
These data are significantly different from the distribution of
EGFP-IBVN (Vero cells ⫽ N32/C68; DF1 cells ⫽ N34/C66)
and indicated increased nuclear accumulation of the EGFPIBVN296L3A,298L3A fusion protein. This ratio is not significantly different from the nuclear-to-cytoplasm ratio for EGFPIBVN⌬291-298 (Vero cells ⫽ N84/C16; DF1 cells ⫽ N64/C35)
but significantly higher than those for EGFP-IBVN296L3A and
EGFP-IBVN298L3A. Therefore, the data indicated that both
Leu296 and Leu298 were necessary for NES function and
therefore efficiency of nuclear export of the EGFP-IBVN.
LQLDGLHL is the only NES operating in the N protein. To
investigate whether the NES signal located between amino
acids 291 and 298 was the only functional NES, the expression
construct pEGFP-IBVN⌬291-298 was used in a FRAP analysis.
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FIG. 4. Live-cell and confocal imaging of the subcellular localization of EGFP-IBVN291L3A, EGFP-IBVN293L3A, EGFP-IBVN296L3A,
EGFP-IBVN298L3A, and EGFP-IBVN296L3A,296L3A proteins expressed in DF1 cells 24 h posttransfection. Both fluorescence and
corresponding bright-field images of the same live cells are shown.
Fluorescence confocal microscope images are also shown, and the
scale bars indicate 10 m.

EGFP-IBVN⌬291-298 has been shown to localize predominantly
to the nucleus/nucleolus (Fig. 1B). If this protein contained an
alternative active NES, then the distribution would also be
cytoplasmic. To investigate this, Vero cells were transfected
with pEGFP-IBVN⌬291-298 and the subcellular localization of
EGFP IBVN⌬291-298 was compared to that of EGFP by FRAP
24 h posttransfection. FRAP on the cytoplasm showed that
EGFP reached equilibrium between the cytoplasm and the
nucleus after 138 s whereas the EGFP-IBVN⌬291-298 protein
remained nuclear/nucleolar throughout the time course (Fig. 5
shows a representative time course image [A] and a graph
summarizing five data sets [B]). These data indicated that
amino acids 291 to 298 mediated nuclear export and that there
was no other NES motif that could replace this lost motif.
The nuclear export of N protein is not CRM1 mediated. To
determine if the IBV N protein was exported via the CRM1mediated pathway, the subcellular localization of the EGFPIBVN was compared between Vero cells left untreated or
treated with 2.5 ng/ml LMB. To confirm that the LMB treatment was active in these experiments, we used an RNA export
assay based on the export of human immunodeficiency virus
type 1 (HIV-1) REV, which uses the CRM1 pathway (44). A
luciferase gene was placed within an inefficiently spliced intron
that contained the REV response element (creating plasmid
pLucsalrre). The pre-mRNA is normally retained in the nu-
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FIG. 3. Live-cell and confocal imaging of the subcellular localization of EGFP-IBVN291L3A, EGFP-IBVN293L3A, EGFP-IBVN296L3A,
EGFP-IBVN298L3A, and EGFP-IBVN296L3A,298L3A proteins expressed in Vero cells 24 h posttransfection. Both fluorescence and
corresponding bright-field images of the same live cells are shown.
Fluorescence confocal microscope images are also shown, and the
scale bars indicate 10 m.
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cleus, and the exported, spliced mRNA lacks the luciferase
gene. Export is facilitated through coexpressing HIV-1 Rev
protein under the control of a cytomegalovirus promoter (plasmid pCMV-Rev), which ensures that the pre-mRNA is actively
exported through the CRM1 pathway and luciferase activity
would therefore be detected. The presence of LMB would
inhibit REV-dependent mRNA export, confirming that LMB
treatment of cells was effectively blocking the CRM1-dependent export pathway. Therefore, in order to assess the activity
of LMB, Vero cells were transfected with pLucsalrre with or
without LMB and also in the absence or presence of pCMVRev (Fig. 6A). The data indicated that, in the absence of
pCMV-Rev, there was no significant difference in luciferase
activity between LMB-treated and untreated cells, and this

FIG. 6. (A). Histogram showing the activity of LMB in relation to
its ability to inhibit CRM1-mediated export of HIV-1 Rev protein. The
first two columns are the negative controls, where the luciferase reporter RNA construct is expressed in the absence of Rev protein,
whereas in the two columns on the right Rev is expressed in combination with the luciferase reporter RNA construct. The presence and
absence of LMB are designated by plus and minus signs, respectively.
RLU, relative light units. Live-cell fluorescence and corresponding
bright-field images of Vero cells expressing either (B) EGFP-IBVN or
(C) ECFP-IBVNR3 protein. Two representative cells are shown for
each protein in the presence or absence of LMB (indicated as plus or
minus LMB).

level was taken as background activity. In contrast, when the
pCMV-Rev protein was present, the level of luciferase was
90% less in LMB-treated cells compared to that in untreated
cells, indicating that LMB inhibited CRM1-mediated export.
To determine whether the export of N protein was CRM1
dependent, Vero cells were transfected with pEGFP-IBVN,
treated with LMB where appropriate, and visualized by livecell imaging 24 h posttransfection. The data demonstrated that
EGFP-IBVN in both the presence and absence of LMB (Fig.
6B) localized to both the cytoplasm and the nucleolus. Two
examples of cells expressing EGFP-IBVN are shown together
with corresponding bright-field images for each treatment.
Had trafficking been CRM1 dependent, then the protein would
have accumulated in the nucleus. To confirm this observation,
we made use of a plasmid which expressed the C-terminal
region of IBV N protein fused C terminal of ECFP, which
contains the NES (30), whose expression product (ECFPIBVNR3) localizes to the cytoplasm (30). This fusion protein is
below the size exclusion of the nuclear pore complex and
therefore, without any trafficking signals, would be predicted to
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FIG. 5. (A) FRAP analysis of EGFP-IBVN⌬291-298 protein and
EGFP in which the cytoplasm has been photobleached at 24 h posttransfection. Images were sampled postbleaching three times a second
for 180 s. EGFP-IBVN⌬291-298 protein and EGFP were false colored to
show their concentration by using the rainbow feature of the Zeiss
LSM imaging software, where red is high intensity and blue is low
intensity. The experiment was repeated five times, and a representative
image from each cell series is shown. (B) Average FRAP data within
the cytoplasm are presented graphically; note that the error bars have
been removed for clarity.
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localize to the cytoplasm and nucleus (similar to EGFP and
ECFP). No difference was observed in Vero cells expressing
ECFP-IBVNR3 in the presence or absence of LMB (Fig. 6C).
Two examples of cells expressing ECFP-IBVNR3 are shown
together with corresponding bright-field images for each treatment. Taken together, the data suggest that the trafficking of
IBV N protein from the nucleus to the cytoplasm is CRM1
independent.
DISCUSSION

has been identified in the PRRSV N protein (33). Treatment
of cells with LMB expressing the PRRSV N protein fused to
EGFP resulted in all cells exhibiting the phenotype of cytoplasmic and nucleolar localization of this protein, rather than
in approximately 50 to 70% of the cells not treated with LMB
(34).
The mechanism by which N protein is trafficked from the
nucleus to the cytoplasm is unknown, and several pathways
alternative to those mediated by CRM1 are possible. For example, the herpesvirus ORF57 protein localizes to the nucleolus/nucleus and shuttles to the cytoplasm (2, 9) and, as part of
its function, is trafficked out of the nucleus via an interaction
with cellular mRNA export factor TAP (Tip-associated protein) (44). The Epstein-Barr virus mRNA export factor EB2
traffics from the nucleus to the cytoplasm in a non-CRM1dependent manner (8) and complexes with the cellular export
factors REF and TAP (11). In some cases, both CRM1-dependent and -independent signals are used, as is the case with the
nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling activity of the African swine fever virus p37 protein (7). With the influenza A virus NS2
protein, an NES is crucial for nuclear export but through direct
interaction with Ran-GTP rather than CRM1 (24).
Two amino acids were defined in this study that together
were essential for the trafficking of IBV N protein to the
cytoplasm. Similar to that proposed for the nuclear/nucleolar
trafficking signal of nidovirus N proteins (20, 30), and for the
export of the influenza A virus NS2 protein (16), mutation of
the NES in the IBV N protein and subsequent disruption of
cellular trafficking may be an attractive target for the generation of attenuated recombinant vaccines.
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NESs in positive-strand RNA virus capsid proteins are not
well characterized, nor are the pathways which determine their
export from the nucleus/nucleolus. In this study, we have made
use of the trafficking of IBV N protein from the cytoplasm to
the nucleolus to the cytoplasm to investigate this type of signal.
Substitution mutagenesis indicated that, in the previously identified NES (30), only two leucines contributed to the activity of
this motif, Leu296 and Leu298. This is in agreement with a
number of leucine-rich NESs that have been characterized in
which one or two leucine (or other hydrophobic) residues
determine the phenotype of nuclear export, such as with the
morbillivirus nucleoprotein (35) and Rous sarcoma virus Gag
protein (36). Although a number of viral proteins contain
multiple functional NESs, such as the bovine herpesvirus type
1 UL47 protein (42), both live-cell imaging and dynamic tracking suggested that only one NES (containing Leu296 and
Leu298) was functional in the trafficking of IBV N protein
from the nucleus to the cytoplasm.
In many cases, the structural context of these leucine residues is important, especially in binding to the partner protein
complexes involved in export, and two defined characteristics
of an active NES are accessibility and flexibility (19, 29). The
solid-state structure of the C-terminal region of the IBV N
protein has been determined with the Gray strain (accession
number AAB24054) (17), which has 93.6% identity with the N
protein from the Beaudette-US strain (used in this study).
With this structural information, the positions of Leu291,
Leu296, and Leu298 were mapped (Fig. 7A). This was not
possible for Leu293, as this is replaced with a proline in the
Gray strain. However, the above substitution mutagenesis revealed that this leucine had no role in nuclear export of the N
protein. Leu291, -296, and -298 were available for interaction
within this structure when the protein was present as a monomer. However, Leu296 and Leu298 are masked when the Cterminal region is present as a dimer (Fig. 7B). Thus, different
conformations of N protein may determine its subcellular localization by exposing different trafficking signals, such as the
NoLS located in the N-terminal region (30) and the NES.
The data indicated that the IBV N protein used a CRM1independent nuclear export pathway. Leucine- and hydrophobic-residue-rich export motifs can operate via a non-CRM1mediated pathway, for example, the nucleoprotein of the
morbillivirus canine distemper virus (35). In contrast, LMB
treatment of cells infected with the related arterivirus equine
arteritis virus resulted in the accumulation of N protein predominately in the nucleus/nucleolus, whereas the subcellular
localization of this protein in cells not treated with LMB is
cytoplasmic and nucleolar (39). Likewise, prediction algorithms were used to identify a motif resembling an NES that

FIG. 7. Molecular surface of a monomer (A) and dimer (B) of the
C-terminal region of the Gray strain IBV N protein in which Leu291
is shown in red, Leu296 is shown in blue, and Leu298 is shown in
yellow. Individual monomers are shown in white and gray for the
purpose of differentiation.
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